Exu: Exu And The Quimbanda Of Night And Fire
Synopsis

Exu & the Quimbanda of Night and Fire, is the strong companion to Pomba Gira and together with her gives the most complete account of this sorcerous cult. Exu is the fusion of Umbanda, Angolan sorcery, European demonology and Kardec's spiritism, erupting in a uniquely Brazilian cult of practical magical action. Spells, workings, hierarchies and origins are all given in detail. This is an essential text for students of the grimoires, Satanism and Traditional Witchcraft, as well as those drawn to or working within the cults of Quimbanda, Candomble, Santeria, Palo Mayombe and the ATRs. Quimbanda is a living tradition that gets results. It is a massive storehouse of magical lore, heresies and history which has absorbed aspects of Goetia, Grimorium Verum, Red Dragon and even Huysman’s La Bas. The origin of Exu is explored from the iconic Baphomet of Eliphas Levi and the influence of St Cyprian the patron saint of necromancers, back to Umbanda and the traditional African religions. Exu revels in a unique heritage that encompasses a Gnostic account of the crucifixion mystery, the concealed nature of St Michael Archangel and the native Shamanism of the Caboclos. A forceful spirit, Exu presides over the kingdom of the world, and offers a fierce path for those that would take him as companion. He asks, what does it mean to be a man? The Seven Legions of Exus are 'hot' spirits, and their work is considered black magic. The perils of this work are given, with the dangers of obsession by the Qlippoth and vampirism described. Guidance is offered and the path to ascension shown. In Exu & the Quimbanda of Night and Fire Frisvold gives explicit workings for good and ill, a herbarium and details of offerings, powders and baths, songs and seals. He discusses the fearsome Exu Mor for the first time, a subject not treated in his previous works. Frisvold is an initiate and gives an insider’s view, drawing upon his years of experience in the cult.
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This tome ... combined with the author's previous work: POMBA GIARA; comprises a fully developed system suited for the western goetic practitioner. To date ... this is possibly the best exposure/practice one can find which is oriented toward the English speaking reader. "This grimoire is an amazingly thorough religo/magical tome that delves deep into the very heart of the abyss of light and darkness!"HIGHLY ... HIGHLY ... RECOMMEND

Very thorough description of dozens of EXUS and their sigils. Also describes ingredients and rituals for invoking these spirits. The rub is finding the specific ingredients and the crossroads and/or cemetery to do the rituals in without causing ALARM. But I am amazed by the specific detail and experience he speaks with. Definitely the best book on EXUS in English.

I had previously purchased his book "Pomba Gira and the Quimbanda of the Mbumba Nzila" which I was beyond satisfied with, and was equally pleased with this companion work. Frisvold has such a luxurious and poetic writing style that reads much like the Exu-spirits themselves. Decadent and volatile, a beautiful work -- and easily the most valuable English-language resource for work within the realm of Quimbanda.

I always enjoy de Mattos Frisvold's writing, which is lyrical and sensuous. I appreciate the openness of the information and I will use this as welcome reference material. From everything I've heard and been advised on, this is not a religion to be practiced lightly or with the attitude that as long as the intent is well-meant, Exu and Pomba Gira will be pleased. I personally don't intend to find out otherwise. The only criticism I have is the quality of the actual book. Mine was bought new but fell apart while I was reading it.

This book is really well done. It focuses on Exu from Quimbanda and is very indepth. Where his book Pomba Gira touched on certain things this book goes much further into detail, in particular the Lines and Kingdoms. My copy is now seriously marked up! Information on herbs, the boveda, spirit vessels and amaci's. The breakdown of Exu's is extensive. Ties them in to the Grimoire Verum spirits as well as gives the Exu's for each Kingdom and Line with their ponto's Cantados and
Riscados for all of them as well. This is a landmark work on the subject and is absolutely necessary for anybody studying the subject. I know I will be rereading sections of this book for a long time.

This is a wonderful book if you want to know about Exu and Quimbanda. This is not a religion to be taken lightly nor used unless you really know what you are doing and who you are calling upon. I have followed this for many many years and find this to be an excellent resource along with other Nicholaj de Mattos Frisvold books.
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